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Abstract—Some biological experiments show that the tubular
structures of Physarum polycephalum are often analogous to
those of Steiner trees. Therefore, the emerging Physarum-inspired
Algorithms (PAs) have the potential of computing Steiner trees. In
this paper, we propose two PAs to solve the Steiner Tree Problem
in Graphs (STPG). We apply some widely-used artificial and real-
world VLSI design instances to evaluate the performance of our
PAs. The experimental results show that: 1) for instances with
hundreds of vertices, our first PA can find feasible solutions with
an average error of 0.19%, while the Genetic Algorithm (GA),
the Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm and
a widely-used Steiner tree approximation algorithm: the Shortest
Path Heuristic (SPH) algorithm can only find feasible solutions
with an average error above 4.96%; and 2) for larger instances
with up to tens of thousands of vertices, where our first PA,
GA and DPSO are too slow to be used, our second PA can find
feasible solutions with an average error of 3.69%, while SPH
can only find feasible solutions with an average error of 6.42%.
These experimental results indicate that PAs can compute Steiner
trees, and it may be preferable to apply our PAs to solve STPG
in some cases.
Index Terms—nature-inspired algorithm, Steiner tree problem,
graph mining
I. INTRODUCTION
Physarum polycephalum is a slime mold that inhabits shady,
cool and moist areas. It has exhibited many intelligent be-
haviors, such as maze solving and efficient-network building
[1]–[5]. To exploit its ability, Physarum polycephalum has
been studied intensively over the last few decades, and several
Physarum-inspired Algorithms (PAs) have been proposed to
solve network optimization problems, such as the shortest path
problem [6], and the traveling salesman problem [7].
The Steiner Tree Problem in Graphs (STPG) is a well-
known NP-hard network optimization problem that has been
applied to VLSI design [8]–[10], communication network
design [11], [12], system biology [13], [14], and knowledge
management [15], [16]. Let G(V,E, c) be a connected undi-
rected graph, where V is the set of vertices, E is the set
of edges, and c is a function which maps each edge in E
to a positive number called the edge length. Let T be a
subset of V called terminals. STPG aims to find a connected
subgraph G′ ⊆ G that contains all the terminals for which
the sum of edge lengths in G′ is minimum. The subgraph
G′, which is an optimal solution to STPG, is called a Steiner
Minimum Tree (SMT) in G for T . Due to the NP-hardness, the
time required to find an SMT may increase exponentially as
the graph size increases. However, many real-world instances
for STPG involve large graphs with thousands or even tens
of thousands of vertices [17]–[19]. Thus, it is necessary to
develop algorithms that have good performances in large
graphs.
On the other hand, some biological experiments have shown
that the tubular structures of Physarum polycephalum are often
analogous to those of Steiner trees (e.g. [20]), which means
that PAs may have the potential of computing Steiner trees
[13], [21]–[24]. There have already been some attempts to
propose PAs to solve STPG [21]–[23]. Nevertheless, most of
them can only find approximations to SMTs in small graphs
[21], [22], while others that can be used in large graphs can
only be used in graphs with equal edge length [23], which
restricts their usage in reality. Moreover, none of the existing
PAs has shown a better performance than any of the most
widely-used algorithms for STPG. To our knowledge, no PA
has even been tested for well-known benchmark instances so
far. In this paper, we will address this issue by proposing two
new PAs for STPG, and comparing them with several widely-
used algorithms for some well-known benchmark instances.
Below are our main contributions.
• we propose two new PAs: the Multiple Sources Single
Sink Physarum Optimization (MS3-PO) algorithm and
the Hierarchical Multiple Sources Single Sink Physarum
Optimization (HMS3-PO) algorithm to solve STPG.
• we indicate the competitiveness of our new PAs over the
Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization (DPSO) algorithm and a Steiner tree ap-
proximation algorithm: the Shortest Path Heuristic (SPH)
algorithm [25] for some widely-used artificial and real-
world VLSI design instances1.
II. RELATED WORK: PHYSARUM SOLVER FOR THE
SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM
Besides the attempts to solve STPG, some PAs have already
solved the shortest path problem [26]. A well-known one of
such PAs is the Physarum Solver [27], which is the basis of
many PAs [21], [23], [24]. We introduce it in this section.
In a previous experiment, Physarum polycephalum has
demonstrated the ability of finding the shortest path be-
tween two agar blocks in a maze [1]. This path-finding
ability is attributed to an underlying physiological mechanism:
Physarum’s tube thickens as the protoplasmic flux through
it increases [28], [29]. Physarum Solver is inspired by the
1The codes and datasets are available at
https://github.com/YahuiSun/PAs-for-Steiner-Tree-Problem-in-Graphs
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(a) The tubular structure of Physarum polycephalum
(b) Physarum polycephalum finds the shortest path
Figure 1: Photographs of Physarum polycephalum (provided
by Professor Toshiyuki Nakagaki from Hokkaido University).
(a) shows the tubular structure of Physarum polycephalum. (b)
shows an experiment in which Physarum polycephalum finds
the shortest path between two agar blocks in a maze [1].
mechanism above. In Physarum Solver, the graph is considered
as a network with protoplasmic flux in every edge. The
two terminals in the shortest path problem represent two
agar blocks containing nutrient, which are food for Physarum
polycephalum. One terminal is called the source node, and the
other terminal is called the sink node. The protoplasmic flux
flows into the graph from the source node and out of the graph
from the sink node. There is pressure at each vertex, and the
quantity of flux in each edge is proportional to the pressure
difference between two ends of this edge. Specifically, the flux
Qij in edge (i, j) is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
below,
Qij =
Dij
cij
(pi − pj) (1)
Dij =
pir4ij
8ξ
(2)
where Dij is the edge conductivity, cij is the edge length,
pi and pj are pressures at vertex i and j, rij is the edge
radius, and ξ is the viscosity coefficient. Equation (2) shows
that Physarum’s tubular thickness (rij) increases with the
tube’s conductivity. Thus, the change of Physarum’s tubular
thickness can be described by the conductivity update equation
as follows,
d
dt
Dij = α|Qij | − µDij (3)
where α and µ are two positive constants. The conductivity
update equation implies that conductivities tend to increase
in edges with large flux. Therefore, the conductivity update
equation reflects the physiological mechanism that Physarum’s
tube thickens as the protoplasmic flux through it increases. To
calculate the flux and update edge conductivities, we need to
first calculate the pressures. By considering the conservation
law of flux at each vertex, the pressures can be calculated
using the network Poisson equation below,
∑
i∈V (j)
Dij
cij
(pi − pj) =
 −I0, j = source+I0, j = sink
0, otherwise
(4)
where V (j) is the set of vertices linked to vertex j, and I0
is the quantity of flux flowing into the source node and out
of the sink node. Let the pressure at the sink node be 0, and
give each edge conductivity an initial value; then the other
pressures can be calculated using Equation (4). After that, the
flux in each edge can be calculated using Equation (1), and the
conductivity of each edge can be updated using Equation (3).
It is easy to see that the pressures (excluding the pressure at
the sink node) and the fluxes will also change after the update
of edge conductivities.
Use  to signify the threshold value of edge conductivity.
Edges with conductivities smaller than  will be cut from the
network. Ultimately, if there is a unique shortest path between
the source node and the sink node, then this path can be found
by iteratively updating edge conductivities and cutting edges
[26]. However, even though Physarum Solver can solve the
shortest path problem, it cannot solve STPG directly because
there are only two terminals in its model, which are the source
node and the sink node, while there are multiple terminals in
STPG. Thus, new PAs are required to solve STPG.
III. THE PROPOSED MULTIPLE SOURCES SINGLE SINK
PHYSARUM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The major difference between STPG and the shortest path
problem is that there may be more than two terminals in STPG.
Therefore, one of the challenges of using PAs to solve STPG is
to select multiple terminals to be source or sink nodes. There
are two ways to do this. One way is to select two terminals to
be a single source node and a single sink node [30]–[32]. The
other way is to select one terminal to be a single sink node
and then select all the other terminals to be multiple source
nodes [23], [33]. The Multiple Sources Single Sink Physarum
Optimization (MS3-PO) algorithm is proposed in this section
to solve STPG. In MS3-PO, one terminal is selected from all
the terminals at a time to be the sink node, and all the other
terminals will be selected to be source nodes.
We propose a probabilistic method to select one terminal
at a time to be the sink node. Let l(i) be the total length of
edges incident to terminal i. Name the terminals in such a way
that l(1) ≤ l(2) ≤ · · · ≤ l(|T |), where |T | is the number of
terminals. Then, we set the probability of selecting terminal i
to be the sink node by
P (i) =
l(|T | − i+ 1)∑|T |
j=1 l(j)
(5)
It can be seen from Equation (5) that the larger the total edge
length incident to a terminal, the smaller the probability that
it is selected to be the sink node. The logic behind Equation
(5) is that a terminal associated with a larger total edge length
is more likely to join unwanted edges. Moreover, because the
flux in each source node is I0 and the flux in the sink node is
(|T | − 1)I0, it is easier to cut edges incident to a source node
than to cut edges incident to the sink node ((|T |−1)I0 ≥ I0).
Therefore, it is preferable to select terminals associated with
large total edge lengths to be source nodes.
After selecting a single sink node and |T |−1 source nodes,
the network Poisson equation can be adapted from Equation
(4) to
∑
i∈V (j)
Dij
cij
(pi − pj) =
 −I0, j = source+(|T | − 1)I0, j = sink
0, otherwise
(6)
Once the pressure at the sink node is set to 0, all the other
pressures can be calculated by solving the adapted network
Poisson equation. Then, the flux through each edge can be
calculated using Equation (1). Ultimately, SMTs or close
approximations to SMTs can be found by iteratively updating
edge conductivities and cutting edges in the same way as
Physarum Solver.
Due to the randomness in selecting the sink node, MS3-
PO has the ability to find different feasible solutions for a
single instance. Therefore, it is recommended to find as many
solutions as possible and then select the best one as the final
solution. However, it is impossible to obtain more than one
solution without retrieving the edges that have already been
cut from the initial graph. Thus, the graph and the edge
conductivities need to be initialized after a certain number
of conductivity update times. In MS3-PO, a parameter K
is used as the upper limit of k, which is the number of
conductivity update times. After K times of conductivity
update, a feasible solution can be found. Then, the graph and
edge conductivities will be initialized to find another feasible
solution. A parameter M is used as the upper limit of m,
which is the number of initialization times. The iteration of
conductivity update is called the inner iteration process, and
the iteration of graph initialization is called the outer iteration
process.
In Physarum Solver, the conductivity update equation
(Equation (3)) can also be written as
Dij(k + 1) = Dij(k) + α|Qij(k)| − µDij(k) (7)
where k is the number of conductivity update times, and
k ≥ 1. While in MS3-PO, we propose an evolutionary
computation technique to update edge conductivities, and two
new equations are used in this technique,
Dij(k + 1) = (1 + δ) ∗ [Dij(k) + α|Qij(k)| − µDij(k)] (8)
Dij(k + 1) = (1− δ) ∗ [Dij(k) + α|Qij(k)| − µDij(k)] (9)
where δ is a positive number. MS3-PO can find different
feasible solutions through different outer iterations, and the
solution network with the smallest total edge length is saved
as the best network found so far (initially, the saved network
is graph G). If edge (i, j) belongs to the saved network,
its conductivity will be updated using Equation (8), or its
conductivity will be updated using Equation (9). It can be seen
that Equation (8) gives edge (i, j) a bigger conductivity and
makes it survive longer, while Equation (9) gives edge (i, j)
a smaller conductivity and makes it survive less long. The
computational trials show that this technique can accelerate
the optimization process of MS3-PO.
On the other hand, there is no guarantee that all the not-
cut-yet edges are connected. Therefore, it is necessary to cut
the edges which are not connected with the terminals after
each inner iteration. Moreover, there is also no guarantee that
the solution network of MS3-PO is a tree. Thus, we find the
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of the saved network after the
outer iteration process to ensure that the solution network of
MS3-PO is a tree. This MST is considered as the final solution
of MS3-PO.
Algorithm 1 The proposed Multiple Sources Single Sink
Physarum Optimization algorithm (MS3-PO)
Input: Graph G(V,E, c), terminal set T , and parameters M ,
K, δ, α, µ, 
Output: Steiner tree G′ ⊂ G
1: Initialize G′ = G
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: Initialize G and the edge conductivities
4: for k = 1 to K do
5: Select source and sink nodes using Equation (5)
6: Calculate pressures using Equation (6)
7: Calculate fluxes using Equation (1)
8: Update conductivities using Equation (8) & (9)
9: Cut edges using the threshold value 
10: Cut edges that are disconnected with the terminals
11: if c(G′) > c(G) then
12: G′ = G
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: G′ =MST (G′)
IV. THE PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL MULTIPLE SOURCES
SINGLE SINK PHYSARUM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The proposed MS3-PO above can find SMTs or close
approximations to SMTs in graphs with hundreds of vertices.
However, many real-world instances involve larger graphs
[17] where it is too slow to apply MS3-PO. Therefore, in
this section, the Hierarchical Multiple Sources Single Sink
Physarum Optimization (HMS3-PO) algorithm is proposed to
address this issue.
There are three stages in HMS3-PO. In Stage 1, the large
graph is partitioned into several smaller subgraphs, and each
subgraph contains at least one terminal. The graph-partitioning
algorithm used in HMS3-PO is adapted from an algorithm
proposed by Leitner et al. [34]. In our adapted algorithm, |T |
subsets of connected vertices are first identified from the graph,
where |T | is the number of terminals. Each of these subsets
contains a terminal. Then, these subsets are merged together as
some larger subsets. Each of these merged subsets contains no
more than d|V |/n vertices, where d is the imbalance parameter
and d ≥ 1, |V | is the number of vertices, n is the target number
of partitioned subgraphs, and n ≤ |T |. At last, subgraphs are
constructed based on these subsets of vertices. To maintain the
Algorithm 2 The proposed Hierarchical Multiple Sources
Single Sink Physarum Optimization algorithm (HMS3-PO)
Input: Graph G(V,E, c), terminal set T , and parameters M ,
K, δ, η, µ, , d, n
Output: Steiner tree G′ ⊂ G
1: Let each terminal be a subset
2: while there are vertices not included by the subsets do
3: Calculate the shortest distance between each subset
and each not-included-yet vertex
4: Find the smallest shortest distance and the correspond-
ing subset and vertex
5: if the corresponding subset contains no more than
d|V |/n− 1 vertices then
6: Add the corresponding vertex to the subset
7: else
8: Break
9: end if
10: end while
11: while there are more than n subsets do
12: Find the subset with the least number of vertices and
its closest neighbor (subset)
13: if the total number of vertices in these two subsets and
the shortest path between them is no more than d|V |/n
then
14: Merge these two subsets and the vertices on the
shortest path between them as a new subset
15: else
16: Break
17: end if
18: end while
19: Construct subgraphs using the subsets obtained above
20: Use MS3-PO to solve STPG in each subgraph
21: Mark all the solution networks in G as connected networks
22: Find the MST of each connected network
23: Merge the vertices in each connected network as a new
terminal
24: Construct a new graph using the new terminals and the
vertices that are not in the MSTs above
25: Randomly choose a new terminal as the start vertex of the
SPH tree
26: while not all the new terminals have been added do
27: Find the new terminal which is closest to the SPH tree
28: Add the shortest path between the new terminal and
the SPH tree to the SPH tree
29: end while
30: Combine the MSTs and the SPH tree together as G′
connectivity of each subgraph, the vertices on the shortest path
between two subsets are also merged when the two subsets are
merged together. Therefore, it is possible that a vertex belongs
to multiple subgraphs at the same time. Moreover, since there
is a limitation to the number of vertices in each subgraph,
the number of partitioned subgraphs may not equal the target
number of partitioned subgraphs (n).
In Stage 2, each subgraph is considered as an independent
instance for STPG, and MS3-PO is used to find SMTs or close
approximations to SMTs in these subgraphs. If a subgraph
contains only one terminal, the solution in this subgraph will
be the single terminal.
In Stage 3, all the solution networks obtained in Stage 2
are marked as connected networks in graph G. Remarkably,
since a vertex may belong to different solution networks, the
connected network above may not be a tree. Thus, the MST
of each connected network is found. To connect these MSTs
together, the vertices in each MST are merged together as a
new terminal. A new graph is constructed using these new
terminals and the non-terminal vertices that are not in any of
the MSTs above. In the new graph, a non-terminal vertex is
connected with a new terminal when this vertex is connected
with at least one vertex in the corresponding MST in the initial
graph, and the edge length between this vertex and the new
terminal is the shortest edge length between this vertex and
the vertices in the corresponding MST.
Ultimately, a widely-used Steiner tree algorithm: the Short-
est Path Heuristic (SPH) algorithm [25], is used to connect
these new terminals together in the new graph. The final
solution network of HMS3-PO contains both the edges in
the MSTs that correspond to these new terminals and the
edges that are used to connect the new terminals. HMS3-PO
is the combination of graph-partitioning algorithm, MS3-PO,
and SPH. Given that the time required by MS3-PO to solve
STPG in the partitioned subgraphs is significantly decreased,
HMS3-PO solves STPG much faster than MS3-PO in large
graphs.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we indicate the competitiveness of our new
PAs through experiments.
Algorithms: Five algorithms have been implemented: 1) MS3-
PO; 2) HMS3-PO; 3) the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [35]; 4) the
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm [36];
and 5) a widely-used Steiner tree approximation algorithm: the
Shortest Path Heuristic (SPH) algorithm [25], [34], [37], [38].
Benchmarks: Two types of benchmark instances are applied:
1) the B instances from OR-library, which are used as bench-
marks by many researchers [17], [35], [39], [40]; and 2) some
real-world VLSI design instances from SteinLib [17].
Metrics: Two metrics are used for the comparison: 1) the
solution error, which is defined as the difference between the
sum of edge lengths in the solution found by each algorithm
and the sum of edge lengths in an SMT; and 2) the fitness
evaluation times, which are the number of conductivity update
times in MS3-PO, the number of crossover times in GA, and
Table I: The comparison in the B instances
Instance |V | |E| |T | Fitness Evaluation Times Error/%
MS3-PO GA DPSO MS3-PO GA DPSO SPH
B1 50 63 9 23 549 125490 0 0 0 0
B2 50 63 13 300 17696 6451 0 0 0 8.43
B3 50 63 25 3978 156 2174 0 0 0 1.45
B4 50 100 9 588 11385 8566 0 0 0 0
B5 50 100 13 1136 487 22828 0 0 0 4.92
B6 50 100 25 5250 128 10258 0 0 0 4.10
B7 75 94 13 2304 3532 565720 0 0 0 0
B8 75 94 19 2080 720 167061 0 0 0 0
B9 75 94 38 14896 450 26912 0 0 0 1.82
B10 75 150 13 7258 101694 826078 0 0 0 13.95
B11 75 150 19 44591 159459 131341 0 0 0 5.68
B12 75 150 38 121880 366 4879 0 0 0 0
B13 100 125 17 100848 197863 1000000 0 0 39.39 6.06
B14 100 125 25 28084 1000000 1000000 0 1.28 60.43 0.85
B15 100 125 50 1000000 102418 1000000 0 0 0.63 1.26
B16 100 200 17 36960 1000000 1000000 0 5.51 17.32 7.87
B17 100 200 25 14405 1436 1000000 0 0 3.05 1.53
B18 100 200 50 1000000 1014 351238 0.46 0 0 2.29
the number of particle position update times in DPSO. The
fitness evaluation times may be a fairer metric than the CPU
running time as it does not depend on machine, operating
system, software environment, or coding [41]. The fitness
evaluation times needed by MS3-PO, GA and DPSO to find
an SMT have been recorded, and the upper limit of fitness
evaluation times is 1 million. If an algorithm has not found
an SMT in 1 million fitness evaluation times, the recorded
fitness evaluation times of this algorithm will be 1 million.
Remarkably, in MS3-PO, the MST of the saved network is
only found after 1 million fitness evaluation times (the last
step of MS3-PO). If an SMT has already been found by MS3-
PO within 1 million fitness evaluation times, which means that
the saved network in MS3-PO is an SMT, then there is no need
to find the MST of the saved network any more. Note that,
since there is no fitness evaluation in SPH, only the solution
error is used as the metric in the comparison between SPH
and the other algorithms. We consider that an algorithm has
a better performance than the other algorithms when it needs
a smaller fitness evaluation times to find an SMT, or when
its solution has a smaller error than the solutions of the other
algorithms.
A. Applying MS3-PO to the B instances
Here, we apply MS3-PO to the B instances. The comparison
results are listed in Table I, in which |V | is the number of
vertices, |E| is the number of edges, and |T | is the number of
terminals. The parameter settings of MS3-PO, GA and DPSO
are: in MS3-PO, I0 = 1,  = 0.001, α = 0.15, µ = 1, δ = 0.2;
in GA, the population size is 10, the mutation probability of
each chromosome is 0.2; in DPSO, the population size is 10,
the neighborhood radius is 2, and the mutation probability of
the best position is 0.1. The parameter settings above are the
best settings found in our experiments.
It can be seen from Table I that MS3-PO finds SMTs in 17
instances (B1-B17). On the contrary, GA finds SMTs in 16
instances (B1-B13, B15, B17, B18), DPSO finds SMTs in 13
instances (B1-B12, B18), while SPH can only find SMTs in
5 instances (B1, B4, B7, B8, B12). Therefore, MS3-PO has
an advantage over GA, DPSO and SPH by finding SMTs in
more instances. Note that, the SMT in B15 is not found by
MS3-PO within 1 million fitness evaluation times, but is found
by MS3-PO as the MST of the saved network after 1 million
fitness evaluation times.
As to the fitness evaluation times, MS3-PO has a better
performance than both GA and DPSO in 9 out of 18 instances
(B1, B2, B4, B7, B10, B11, B13, B14, B16), and in another
6 instances (B5, B6, B8, B9, B15, B17), MS3-PO has a better
performance than DPSO. On the other hand, GA has a better
performance than DPSO in 15 out of 18 instances (B1, B3,
B5-B10, B12-B18). In these instances, the speed of MS3-
PO is close to that of GA, and both MS3-PO and GA solve
STPG faster than DPSO. As to the errors, MS3-PO has an
average error of 0.03% in these instances, while the average
error of GA is 0.38%, the average error of DPSO is 6.71%,
and the average error of SPH is 3.35%. Hence, MS3-PO also
has an advantage over GA, DPSO and SPH by finding closer
Table II: The required fitness evaluation times of MS3-PO to
find SMTs with different conductivity update equations
Eq. B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6
(8) & (9) 23 300 3978 588 1136 5250
(7) 36 301 258778 594 1820 205983
Table III: The comparison in small VLSI design instances
Instance |V | |E| |T | Fitness Evaluation Times Error/%
MS3-PO GA DPSO MS3-PO GA DPSO SPH
DIW0393 212 381 11 1634 1000000 1000000 0 37.75 232.12 0
DIW0460 339 579 13 230868 1000000 1000000 0 55.07 432.46 14.20
DIW0540 286 465 10 4224 1000000 1000000 0 49.73 326.47 2.14
DMXA0296 223 386 12 6251 1000000 1000000 0 44.48 259.88 8.72
DMXA0628 169 280 10 5236 1000000 1000000 0 7.64 200.36 8.00
DMXA1109 343 559 17 73324 1000000 1000000 0 27.31 307.93 7.49
DMXA1304 298 503 10 94300 1000000 1000000 0 49.84 415.11 7.40
GAP1307 342 552 17 33150 1000000 1000000 0 28.42 256.28 4.19
GAP1500 220 374 17 180600 1000000 1000000 0 13.78 351.57 0
MSM0580 338 541 11 62086 1000000 1000000 0 58.46 314.35 9.42
MSM1707 278 478 11 1000000 1000000 1000000 0.89 5.85 164.36 1.77
MSM1844 90 135 10 1960 108362 1000000 0 0 32.98 4.26
MSM4224 191 302 11 8964 1000000 1000000 0 11.90 201.93 7.07
MSM4414 317 476 11 1000000 1000000 1000000 0.74 23.04 349.26 0
TAQ0891 331 560 10 1000000 1000000 1000000 1.57 26.02 438.87 1.57
TAQ0910 310 514 17 4255 1000000 1000000 0 48.92 367.03 5.68
TAQ0920 122 194 17 3775 9786 1000000 0 0 92.86 2.38
approximations to SMTs in these instances. The following
conclusion can be made from Table I.
Conclusion 1. MS3-PO has a better performance than GA,
DPSO and SPH for solving STPG in the B instances.
To show the effectiveness of our proposed evolutionary
computation technique (Equation (8) & (9)) to update edge
conductivities, each instance of B1-B6 has been simulated
for 22 times using different conductivity update equations.
In the first 11 times of simulation, the proposed Equation
(8) & (9) are used, and we set δ = 0.2. In the second
11 times of simulation, the standard Equation (7) is used.
All the other parameters, α and µ, have the same value
in different equations. We sequence the first 11 simulation
results from the smallest number of fitness evaluation times
to the largest number of fitness evaluation times. Then, we
sequence the second 11 simulation results in the same way.
The median number in each sequence is considered as the
average fitness evaluation times required by MS3-PO to find
SMTs using the corresponding equation. Two average fitness
evaluation times in each instance have been compared in Table
II. In each of B1, B2, B4 and B5, the two average fitness
evaluation times have similar values, which means that MS3-
PO has close speeds to find SMTs using different conductivity
update equations. However, in each of B3 and B6, the average
fitness evaluation times using the proposed Equation (8) &
(9) is much smaller than the average fitness evaluation times
using the standard Equation (7), which means that MS3-PO
finds SMTs much faster using Equation (8) & (9) than using
Equation (7). Therefore, the conclusion below is obtained from
this comparison.
Conclusion 2. Our proposed evolutionary computation tech-
nique accelerates the optimization process of MS3-PO.
B. Applying MS3-PO to small VLSI design instances
Here, we apply MS3-PO to small VLSI design instances.
Instances with around hundreds of vertices have been selected
from SteinLib, and there are 17 instances in total. The com-
parison results of MS3-PO, GA, DPSO and SPH in these
instances are listed in Table III. It can be seen that MS3-PO
finds SMTs in 14 out of 17 instances. On the contrary, GA
finds SMTs in 2 instances, SPH finds SMTs in 3 instances, and
DPSO cannot find an SMT in any instance. Therefore, MS3-
PO has an advantage over GA, DPSO and SPH by finding
SMTs in more instances. As to the errors, MS3-PO has an
average error of 0.19% in these instances, while the average
error of GA is 28.72%, the average error of DPSO is 279.05%,
and the average error of SPH is 4.96%. Thus, MS3-PO also
has an advantage over GA, DPSO and SPH by finding closer
approximations to SMTs in these instances. The following
conclusion can be made from this comparison.
Conclusion 3. MS3-PO has a better performance than GA,
DPSO and SPH for solving VLSI design instances with hun-
dreds of vertices.
C. Applying HMS3-PO to large VLSI design instances
Even though MS3-PO has a better performance than GA,
DPSO and SPH in VLSI design instances with hundreds of
vertices, it is not recommended to use MS3-PO in larger VLSI
design instances due to the low speed. In contrast, HMS3-PO
can find close approximations to SMT in large graphs in a
reasonable time. Considering MS3-PO’s good performance in
VLSI design instances and the fact that MS3-PO is included
in HMS3-PO, HMS3-PO may have a good performance in
VLSI design instances as well. To prove it, here, we apply
HMS3-PO to large VLSI design instances.
Table IV: The comparison in large VLSI design instances
Instance |V | |E| |T | N Error/%
HMS3-PO SPH
ALUE2087 1244 1971 34 3 3.62 8.58
ALUE2105 1220 1858 34 3 3.59 3.88
ALUE6951 2818 4419 67 10 4.32 9.22
DIW0234 5349 10086 25 5 1.65 4.71
DIW0445 1804 3311 33 5 3.89 6.82
DIW0459 3636 6789 25 15 2.42 3.16
DIW0473 2213 4135 25 5 2.19 7.10
DIW0487 2414 4386 25 15 4.63 7.30
DIW0523 1080 2015 10 2 0 0
GAP2740 1196 2084 14 7 8.86 8.86
GAP3128 10393 18043 104 20 4.85 7.97
MSM0654 1290 2270 10 7 4.74 6.32
MSM1477 1199 2078 31 4 4.87 10.49
MSM2525 3031 5239 12 5 1.01 2.40
MSM2601 2961 5100 16 10 6.53 9.03
MSM2705 1359 2458 13 3 1.82 8.68
MSM2802 1709 2963 18 3 3.46 3.56
MSM3277 1704 2991 12 4 0 1.15
MSM3727 4640 8255 21 8 2.18 5.09
TAQ0014 6466 11046 128 20 4.81 7.29
TAQ0431 1128 1905 13 2 5.80 8.36
TAQ0751 1051 1791 16 3 5.86 11.18
Instances with thousands or tens of thousands of vertices
have been selected from SteinLib, and there are 22 instances
in total. Given that GA and DPSO need a long time to
solve STPG in large graphs, HMS3-PO is only compared with
SPH in these instances. The comparison results are listed in
Table IV, in which N is the number of partitioned subgraphs
in HMS3-PO. In these large VLSI design instances, HMS3-
PO has an average error of 3.69%. On the contrary, the
average error of SPH is 6.42%. Thus, HMS3-PO provides
closer approximations to SMTs than SPH in these instances.
Moreover, HMS3-PO will degenerate into SPH when N equals
|T |. Therefore, HMS3-PO can always find a solution at least
as good as the SPH solution in any instance. The following
conclusion can be made from this comparison.
Conclusion 4. HMS3-PO can solve STPG in large VLSI
design instances with up to tens of thousands of vertices, and
it can always provide solutions better than or equal to those
of SPH.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose two PAs to solve a well-known
network optimization problem: the Steiner Tree Problem in
Graphs (STPG). We apply some widely-used artificial and
real-world VLSI design instances to evaluate their perfor-
mances. The experimental results show that: 1) for instances
with hundreds of vertices, our first proposed PA can find
feasible solutions with an average error of 0.19%, while
the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Discrete Particle Swarm
Optimization (DPSO) algorithm and a widely-used Steiner tree
approximation algorithm: the Shortest Path Heuristic (SPH)
algorithm can only find feasible solutions with an average error
above 4.96%; and 2) for larger instances with up to tens of
thousands of vertices, where our first proposed PA, GA and
DPSO are too slow to be used, our second proposed PA can
find feasible solutions with an average error of 3.69%, while
SPH can only find feasible solutions with an average error of
6.42%. These experimental results indicate that PAs have the
potential of computing Steiner trees, and it may be preferable
to apply our PAs to solve STPG in some cases.
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